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Editorial
On the occasion of Andro Bitsadze’s 100th birthday anniversary
(May 22, 1916–September 6, 1994)
This issue is dedicated to the 100 birthday anniversary of the outstanding Georgian mathematician, Corresponding
member of the USSR Academy of Sciences, academician of the Georgian National Academy of Sciences, professor
Andro Bitsadze.
His scientific activity is so diverse that it is impossible to describe it in a full measure. It seems reasonable to divide
it into several stages keeping within the chronology. We will dwell only on those results that produced a broadest
resonance in the mathematical society and determined development of many fields of mathematics in the works of
subsequent generations.
Elliptic equations and systems together with the problems posed for them take an important place in A. Bitsadze’s
activity. The fact that the condition of uniform ellipticity of a linear equation or a system ensures fredholmity of the
boundary value problem in the given domain, in particular, of the first boundary value problem, was assumed formerly
indisputable. Irregularity of that fact has been illustrated by A. Bitsadze by a simple and clear for everyone example
of elliptic system called later on Bitsadze’s system.
As it turned out, the homogeneous Dirichlet problem for Bitsadze’s system in an arbitrary circle of arbitrarily small
radius has an infinite set of linearly independent solutions, thus the formula of their representation, containing an
arbitrary analytic function has been obtained.
This fact seemed at that time unexpected and almost unbelievable, became a subject of discussions for many
mathematicians trying to explain this phenomenon. At his known seminar, I. Gelfand made an attempt to explain
this fact by multiplicity of characteristic roots of the system. In reply, A. Bitsadze has constructed an elliptic system
with simple characteristic roots for which the Dirichlet problem in an arbitrary circle of arbitrarily small radius had
likewise an infinite set of linearly independent solutions. On the basis of those simple and refined examples, the theory
of boundary value problems for elliptic systems has acquired a great deal of new trends. The widely known theory of
nonfredholm boundary value problems is one of those trends.
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Afterwards, there arose the natural question to single out the classes of elliptic systems with solvable, in a certain
sense, boundary value problems, in particular, in the Fredholm, Noether, or Hausdorff sense. In this direction, it should
be noted that for elliptic systems constructed by A. Bitsadze, the Dirichlet problem is normally Hausdorff solvable, if
and only if the function, mapping conformally the given domain onto the circle, is rational. A. Bitsadze has singled
out a class of elliptic second order systems that are at present called weakly connected in Bitsadze’s sense for which
the Dirichlet problem is always Fredholmian one.
It was assumed that the solvability of the boundary value problems is determined only by the principal part of the
system. A. Bitsadze expressed somewhat different opinion that coefficients of the system with lower order derivatives
may significantly affect the solvability of the problem. Indeed, as it became clear, the normally solvable in one or
another sense boundary value problems for elliptic systems with Bitsadze’s operator in the principal part may turn out
to be unsolvable normally on adding lower order terms, or vice versa. Taking the above-mentioned facts into account,
he introduced the notion of strongly connected elliptic systems whose particular cases are constructed by him for
systems for which the same facts dealing with the normal solvability of the problem as for these particular cases of
elliptic systems, are valid.
The above-mentioned fundamental effects were discovered by A. Bitsadze by using the apparatus of the theory of
functions of a complex variable. In the development of boundary value problems for the second order elliptic systems
the leading part belongs to the formula obtained by him for representation of a general solution of those systems.
The instrument of the theory of analytic functions and of one-dimensional singular integral equations allows one to
investigate many boundary value problems with two independent variables. If there are more than two variables, there
arise considerable difficulties due to the absence of a complete theory of multidimensional singular integral equations.
Using the multidimensional analogue of the Sokhotski–Plemelj’s theorem, A. Bitsadze has studied the first boundary
value problem for the well-known Moisel–Theodorescu’s system, reduced it to a multidimensional system of singular
integral equations with a special matrix kernel and constructed the formula of its inversion which is called in literature
“Bitsadze’s inversion formula”.
Among the problems formulated for multidimensional elliptic equations and systems, the problem with an oblique
derivative is regarded as one of the basic ones. As far back as in G. Giraud’s works, it has been shown that if the direc-
tion of the oblique derivative does not meet the tangent plane, then the problem will be solvable in Fredholm’s sense.
Otherwise, the situation changes insomuch that many researches were inclined to regard this problem atypical for
elliptic equations. Considering just these nonstandard cases, A. Bitsadze has shown this problem not at all exceeds the
bounds of typical problems and proved the theorems on a number and on the existence of solutions. As it became clear,
the problem with an oblique derivative might turn out to be simultaneously underdetermined and overdetermined. To
make the problem well-posed, it is necessary in some cases (proceeding from the structure of interconnections between
the vector fields of an oblique derivative and the domain) to require that the supplementary boundary conditions at
some points of the boundary be fulfilled. Those results were found interesting and earned great attention of specialists,
as a consequence there appeared many important research works carried out by A. Bitsadze’s disciples.
The objects of A. Bitsadze’s investigations are always not ordinary. He studied the problems which are, as a rule,
not subjected to standard conditions ensuring the existence and uniqueness of solutions. Such problems may be related
to those suggested by A. Bitsadze for elliptic equations with parabolic degeneration with weighted conditions on the
boundary. These problems were dictated owing to their practical necessity, and the condition of uniform ellipticity
violates in such problems. They degenerate parabolically on the whole boundary, or on its certain part only.
Academician M. Keldysh restricted himself to the boundedness of solutions on the above-mentioned sets, releasing
them from any kind of boundary conditions. A. Bitsadze replaced the requirement of boundedness of solutions by the
weighted boundary conditions on the above-mentioned sets, taking thus into account the unbounded solutions, as well.
These problems have brought to light new practical and theoretical validity of weighted functional spaces that before
and after formulation of those problems have become the subject of a great number of research works.
The hyperbolic equations and systems are not less rich with the effects connected with parabolic degeneration.
Many factors affect the solvability of the problems formulated here; they include an order of parabolic degeneration,
orientation of a set of degeneration points with respect to the characteristic manifolds, etc. As distinct from a separately
taken equation, hyperbolic systems show a lot of unexpected properties even without parabolic degeneration. Thus,
for example, the well-known Goursat problem for a scalar equation is perfectly well-posed.
The hyperbolic system constructed by A. Bitsadze has shown that the corresponding Goursat homogeneous
problem may have an infinite set of linearly independent solutions, and what is more, he has shown that the lower
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order terms of the system may significantly affect the well-posedness of that problem. Those facts have given a great
impetus to many important researches and stimulated development of a series of scientific trends.
In the middle of the past century, mathematics has found new significant applications that should, seemingly, be
explained by an unprecedented rate of technical progress. Achievement of transonic and supersonic velocities posed
many problems including those of mixed type equations in which M. Lavrent’ev has shown special interest and awoken
it in A. Bitsadze. Combining the methods of the theory of analytic functions, partial differential equations and singular
integral equations, A. Bitsadze created a powerful and, at the same time, elegant apparatus, convenient for solving the
problems formulated for the mixed type equations. Efficiency of the suggested method has been tested on the boundary
value problems for Lavrent’ev–Bitsadze’s equation, being the model of the well-known Tricomi’s equations for which
A. Bitsadze posed a great number of actual problems and stated significant facts known as “Bitsadzian facts”. Here we
will mention only the Bitsadze’s extremum principle. For the Tricomi’s equation, along with the Tricomi’s problem,
researchers studied also the Dirichlet problem expecting its solvability. This was needed, mainly, for a practical,
concrete purpose.
A. Bitsadze has shown that this problem was not always well-posed, and for its solvability, it is necessary to
release some part of the boundary of hyperbolic subdomain from the conditions. To formulate the problem responding
practical purposes in which the whole boundary is occupied with the conditions, A. Bitsadze suggested several
versions. One of the versions links the solution values at different points of the boundary by the functional low.
This nonlocal problem was proved to be well-posed and prompted the ways of its natural generalization to a
multidimensional case.
To every well-posed plane problem one can assign several spatial versions of which it is necessary to single out
more rational ones. For example, the well-known Tricomi’s problem has several versions of spatial generalization,
where the structure of a set of type variation points becomes obvious. This set may turn out to be a surface oriented to
the space or time. This moment determines two essentially different trends in the theory of boundary value problems
for multidimensional mixed type equations. This subject-matter was not set aside. The problems posed here became
the point of investigations for many specialists in different fields of mathematics, for example, in spectral theory.
All equations refer to different types, depending on their characteristic roots. If the equation, along with its real
characteristic roots, has also complex ones, then it belongs to the composite type equations. Such equations include, for
example, the Laplace differentiated equation. If instead of the Laplace equation is differentiated Tricomi’s operator, we
obtain the mixed-composite type operator. For the equation of such a complicated nature, A. Bitsadze has formulated
a great deal of actual problems and obtained important results.
We have mentioned above the nonlocal problem in which the values of an unknown solution at different boundary
points are interconnected. Of practical and theoretical interest are the problems in which the boundary values of
solutions are connected by the specific law with their values on some set of interior points of the domain. These
problems cannot be in the literal sense considered as the boundary value problems. Their investigation comes across
practical difficulties very often. Among the problems of such a kind the Bitsadze–Samarski’s nonlocal problem takes
central place, and a great number of works are devoted to its general modifications.
A. Bitsadze constructed exact solutions of wide classes of nonlinear partial differential equations and systems
covering Einstein’s gravitation field equations, Heisenberg’s equations of ferromagnetic theory, various models of
Lorentz-covariant equations that can be found in the well-known monographs and reference books for exact solutions
of the above-mentioned equations.
Analysing A. Bitsadze’s scientific works, we can say with confidence that he did not keep to the beaten tracks,
but paved new ways in mathematical science, determining its progress for many years ahead. The ideas and methods
elaborated by A. Bitsadze serve at present as an inspiration source for numerous researches of his pupils and followers.
A large number of A. Bitsadze’s creative achievements, including those mentioned above, have become long ago a
corner stone on which scientific trends in the modern theory of partial differential equations are constructed.
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